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ABSTRACT
Background Policy simulation models (PSMs) 
have been used extensively to shape health policies 
before real- world implementation and evaluate post- 
implementation impact. This systematic review aimed 
to examine best practices, identify common pitfalls in 
tobacco control PSMs and propose a modelling quality 
assessment framework.
Methods We searched five databases to identify 
eligible publications from July 2013 to August 2019. 
We additionally included papers from Feirman et al for 
studies before July 2013. Tobacco control PSMs that 
project tobacco use and tobacco- related outcomes from 
smoking policies were included. We extracted model 
inputs, structure and outputs data for models used 
in two or more included papers. Using our proposed 
quality assessment framework, we scored these models 
on population representativeness, policy effectiveness 
evidence, simulated smoking histories, included 
smoking- related diseases, exposure- outcome lag time, 
transparency, sensitivity analysis, validation and equity.
Findings We found 146 eligible papers and 25 distinct 
models. Most models used population data from public 
or administrative registries, and all performed sensitivity 
analysis. However, smoking behaviour was commonly 
modelled into crude categories of smoking status. Eight 
models only presented overall changes in mortality rather 
than explicitly considering smoking- related diseases. Only 
four models reported impacts on health inequalities, and 
none offered the source code. Overall, the higher scored 
models achieved higher citation rates.
Conclusions While fragments of good practices were 
widespread across the reviewed PSMs, only a few 
included a ’critical mass’ of the good practices specified 
in our quality assessment framework. This framework 
might, therefore, potentially serve as a benchmark and 
support sharing of good modelling practices.

INTRODUCTION
Since 2020, it became evident that COVID- 19 
modelling had influenced, and on occasions 
dictated, disease control policies to shape the subse-
quent course of the pandemic.1 For decades before 
this publicity, policy simulation models (PSMs) have 
been applied to inform evidence- based health poli-
cymaking and had contributed to many successful 
tobacco control policies.2

Various actions have been taken to end the 
tobacco pandemic, which killed over 100 million 
people worldwide during the 20th century.3 
These actions notably include policies targeting 

the accessibility, acceptability and affordability of 
tobacco products. Tobacco control models have 
been used extensively to shape such policies, both 
prior to real- world implementation and also to 
evaluate post- implementation impact.4

Two recent systematic reviews identified a 
plethora of tobacco control models intended for 
policymaking and policy evaluation.5–7 This is a 
very active research area, reflecting an explosion of 
available data, novel methodologies and low- cost, 
widely available computational power.8 However, 
this plethora of independently developed models 
may represent an unnecessary effort in replication 
compared with a more collaborative approach. 
Second, neither previous systematic review exam-
ined model quality, which perhaps reflects a lack of 
an appropriate quality assessment framework for 
simulation models.

Although several publicly available quality 
assessment tools exist, including Consolidated 
Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards 
(CHEERS) checklist,9 Grading of Recommenda-
tions, Assessment, Development and Evaluations 
(GRADE),10 and the National Institute for Health 
and Care Excellence (NICE) Methodology Guide 
quality checklist,11 none appear well suited for the 
diversity of tobacco control models. The NICE and 
CHEERS checklists are designed mainly to eval-
uate economics models, while the GRADE guide-
line focuses mainly on evidence certainty and is not 
topic specific.

The lack of such an applicable framework partly 
reflects the fast evolution of modelling approaches, 
the multidisciplinary nature of modelling and 
the multitude of questions models are asked to 
address. While developing a generic quality assess-
ment framework for simulation models appears 
challenging, developing a domain- specific one for 
tobacco control simulation models might represent 
a more feasible first step.

We, therefore, defined two aims for this study:
1. To assess the modelling practices used in tobac-

co control PSMs (reviewing both best practices 
and common limitations).

2. To produce a quality assessment framework ap-
propriate for tobacco control PSMs to poten-
tially improve future policy modelling practices.

METHODS
Study design
We systematically reviewed the published tobacco 
control PSMs, particularly evaluating their meth-
odological strengths and weaknesses. We then 
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critically appraised and compared their modelling practices with 
an ideal but feasible tobacco control PSM prototype.

We report the results following the Synthesis Without Meta- 
Analysis statement (online supplemental table S1),12 and present 
our findings in compliance with the Preferred Reporting Items 
for Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analysis statement.13

Definitions
PSMs: quantitative frameworks that integrate evidence from 
cross- disciplinary sources to estimate the impact of existing or 
planned policies.

Tobacco control PSMs: PSMs that estimate existing or planned 
tobacco control policies impact.

Smoking- related diseases: diseases widely accepted to be caus-
ally linked to smoking, including chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD), cardiovascular disease and common cancers.

External validation: comparing the model result with actual 
observed data not used as model inputs.14 15

Cross- validation: comparison of results between models 
which address the same problem.14 15

Sensitivity analysis: studying the model output changes caused 
by varying model inputs.14 15

Search strategy
We included the studies in the Feirman et al systematic review 
(to July 2013)6 and extended the search strategy to cover the 
period to September 2019.

We searched five electronic databases (Embase, EconLit, 
PsycINFO, PubMed and CINAHL Plus). The search keywords 
for five databases are detailed in online supplemental text S1. 
We also scanned the reference lists of all included studies for 
potential additional papers.

Study selection and inclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria:
1. Referred to any tobacco product or tobacco use.
2. Contained peer- reviewed tobacco control PSMs that project-

ed tobacco use and tobacco- related outcomes from tobacco 
control policy scenarios.

3. The model was reported in at least two peer- reviewed stud-
ies.

4. Full text in English.
We assessed the retrieved studies using the Participants, Inter-

ventions, Comparators, Outcomes and Study design approach 
(online supplemental table S2).

Two reviewers (VH and AH) independently screened titles and 
abstracts for eligibility using the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 
then screened the full text of all potential eligible papers. A third 
reviewer (CK) with modelling expertise was consulted to resolve 
any discrepancies. We used Zotero, reference management soft-
ware, for screening.

We registered the protocol for our study with PROSPERO 
(CRD42020178146) and published it separately.16

Data extraction
We used a predefined and piloted data extraction form (online 
supplemental table S3) to extract study information on:
1. General information (ie, model name, code license, conflict 

of interest (COI)).
2. Model simulation methods.
3. Modelled population sociodemographic characteristics (ie, 

age, gender, ethnicity/race, socioeconomic status).
4. Risk factors.

5. Included diseases.
6. Data sources used.
7. Model outcome types (ie, health, economics).
8. Model checking, transparency, validation and calibration.
9. Model limitations reported.

We assessed data extraction quality by allowing a second 
reviewer to double- check 50% of the extraction forms for accu-
racy and completeness.

Evidence synthesis
We grouped the extracted study data by model name when 
reported or by the first author of the earliest publication.

We critically reviewed model data inputs, epidemiological 
principles, assumptions, transparency and whether they reported 
(a) relevant sources of parametric uncertainty, (b) potential 
limitations, (c) model validations and sensitivity analyses, and 
(d) technical documentation.

A proof-of-concept quality assessment framework
We then developed a simple quality assessment framework for 
model inputs, structure and outputs based on potential Good 
Modelling Practices (detailed in online supplemental text S2).

One point was given when each of the described criteria below 
was met:

 ► Population: model population data are representative of the 
population that the modelled policies will apply to.

 ► Policy effectiveness: the policy effectiveness data were 
extracted from empirical evidence.

 ► Smoking status: the model captured the cumulative effect of 
smoking (smoking intensity, smoking history, quitting age, 
etc).

 ► Smoking- related diseases: the model estimated the effect on 
the majority of important smoking- related diseases (quanti-
fying both morbidity and mortality).

 ► Lag time: the model explicitly captured the time lag between 
exposure and disease onset.

 ► Transparency: technical or non- technical documents avail-
able to provide model transparency.

 ► Uncertainty/sensitivity analysis performed and reported.
 ► Validation: the model was validated.
 ► Equity: the model explored the equity impact of policies.

RESULTS
The search initially identified 5046 articles. After removing 
duplicates and screening titles and abstracts, 441 articles were 
eligible for full- text review. In total, 146 studies met the inclu-
sion criteria and were included for data extraction, including 
9 additional studies identified from included studies’ reference 
lists (figure 1).17–25

We identified a total of 25 eligible tobacco control PSMs 
(table 1 and online supplemental text S3). Five models were used 
by only one paper in our searches. Nevertheless, we included 
them in our study because they were also used in papers published 
before July 2013, as identified in the Feirman et al review. The 
five models were Chronic Disease Model (CDM), Coronary 
Heart Disease Policy (CHD Policy) Model, Lung Cancer Policy 
Model (LCPM), Mendez model and Mejia model.

The SimSmoke model appeared to be the most used model 
with 18 peer- reviewed studies,24 26–42 and the Burden of Disease 
Epidemiology, Equity and Economics (BODE3) model ranked 
second with 11 peer- reviewed studies.20 25 43–51

Cohort (macro)simulation and microsimulation approaches 
were the most used self- reported methodologies. Agent- based 
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modelling was used in just one model (Tobacco Town), likewise 
system dynamics in Prevention Impacts Simulation Model.

The diversity of model outcomes reflected the wide range of 
model purposes. Nineteen models reported health economics 
outcomes, 22 reported health measures including mortality or 
morbidity, with just one (ModelHealth: Tobacco) reporting 
hospital admissions (figure 2, online supplemental table S4). 
Only four models reported the policy impact on equity: BODE3, 
CDM, extended cost- effectiveness analysis (ECEA) tobacco tax 
model and IMPACT.

Of the eligible 146 studies, 5 tobacco industry- funded studies 
reported COI or commercial funding.52–56 However, we did not 
further investigate inaccurate or incomplete COI reporting.

Good Modelling Practices
Model inputs
Twenty- one of the 25 models appropriately used population data 
from public or administrative registries. Conversely, three used 
information from randomised controlled trial (RCT) partici-
pants that are rarely population representative.17 57–62

Eleven out of 25 models used systematic reviews or meta- 
analyses to inform policy effectiveness in the model. Six models 
used treatment- specific RCT values to estimate policy effec-
tiveness.17 57–69 Five models assumed the policy effectiveness 
by project teams or expert opinions.18 24 26–42 52 70–78 In partic-
ular, SimSmoke, the most frequently referenced model, used 
the policy effect size provided by experts, likewise the ECEA 
tobacco tax model. Furthermore, three models calculated policy 
effectiveness from government reports or surveys.79–83 Similarly, 
Population Health Impact Model estimated policy effectiveness 
by simple assumptions.

Model structure
Abiding by fundamental epidemiological principles, a tobacco 
simulation model structure should ideally aim to: (a) capture the 
cumulative effect of smoking (ie, for lung cancer and COPD84–86), 
including the intensity, duration, initiation and cessation; (b) 
estimate the effect on the main smoking- related diseases (ideally 
including both morbidity and mortality)87; (c) capture the time 
lag between exposure and disease risk87; (d) be transparent.14 88

Six models simulated smoking histories (including pack- years, 
pack- days) or quitting histories.24 26–42 69–74 79 80 89–93 A further 19 
models considered smoking only as a categorical exposure (ie, 
never/ex/current smoker).

Lag time was reported in 11 out of 25.17 18 20 24–52 57 58 75–77 81 82 92–104 
These models either estimated relative risk decline by time since 
cessation or cost decay by quit years. The remaining models 
did not report any considerations on the effect of time since 
cessation.

We summarised the number of diseases included in each 
model in figure 3 and online supplemental table S5. Models 
varied in how well they reflected epidemiology pathways (online 
supplemental table S6). Seventeen used smoking- related diseases 
to generate smoking- related outcomes. Two models calculated 
all- cause mortality directly from smoking status. The remaining 
six models estimated their outcomes directly, using the number 
of smokers or non- smokers, without explicitly modelling disease 
pathways.

Transparency
Nineteen models provided model documentation to explain 
model technical details for readers (all except Benefits of 
Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model, Baker model, Cantor 

Figure 1 An adapted Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta- Analysis flow chart of identified studies.
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Table 1 Model summary (in descending order of the number of peer- reviewed articles)

Model name/first author: SimSmoke
Model type (self- reported): discrete Markov model, macrosimulation
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status (never, 
former, current), years since quitting
Diseases: NA
Outcomes: mortality, smoking prevalence, maternal and child health outcomes (smoking- 
attributable low birth weight, preterm births and sudden infant death syndrome) cases, 
uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: performed sensitivity analysis
Validation: External validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 18
Related papers: 24 26–42

Model name/first author: Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and 
Economics model
Model type (self- reported): a proportional multistate life- table, macrosimulation, 
Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(never, former, current)
Diseases: 16 diseases—CHD, stroke, COPD, lower respiratory tract infection, and 
multiple cancers: lung, oesophageal, stomach, liver, head and neck, pancreas, cervical, 
bladder, kidney, endometrial, melanoma, and thyroid (with smoking protecting against 
the latter three cancers)
Outcomes: equity, health- systems cost- savings, smoking prevalence, QALYs gained, 
health- adjusted life years, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: PSA
Validation: cross- validation, external validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 11
Related papers: 20 25 43–51

Model name/first author: IMPACT
Model type (self- reported): cell- based model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): blood pressure, 
cholesterol, diabetes, fruit and vegetable, smoking status (never smoker, long- term ex- 
smoker, recent ex- smoker, current smoker), salt intake, saturated fat intake, BMI, physical 
activities
Diseases: CHD, T2DM
Outcomes: equity, CHD mortality, smoking prevalence, life- years gained, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: Monte Carlo simulation
Validation: external validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 6
Related papers: 23 107–111

Model name/first author: extended cost- effectiveness analysis (ECEA) tobacco 
tax model
Model type (self- reported): ECEA
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking 
prevalence, number of cigarettes smoked daily; age at quitting
Diseases: COPD, heart disease, stroke, lung cancer, bladder cancer
Outcomes: disease treatment costs, averted premature death, life- years gained, 
additional revenues generated, equity, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: one- way, Monte Carlo simulation
Validation: validated model
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 5
Related papers: 70–74

Model name/first author: EQUIPTMOD
Model type (self- reported): Markov state- transition cohort model, macrosimulation
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(former, current)
Diseases: COPD, CHD, stroke, lung cancer
Outcomes: cost, ROI, ICER, QALY
Sensitivity analysis: univariate, others
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 5
Related papers: 112–116

Model name/first author: DYNAMO- HIA model
Model type (self- reported): macrosimulation, Markov- based life- table
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): alcohol intake, 
BMI, smoking status, secondhand smoking
Diseases: COPD, IHD, stroke, cancers, T2DM
Outcomes: mortality, morbidity, morbidity- free years, life expectancy, number of 
deaths
Sensitivity analysis: performed sensitivity analysis
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 5
Related papers: 94–98

Model name/first author: Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model
Model type (self- reported): discrete- time Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoker, recent quitter 
and long- term quitter
Diseases: COPD, CHD, stroke, lung cancer, asthma exacerbation, chronic obstructive lung 
diseases
Outcomes: total morbidity and mortality, economics impact
Sensitivity analysis: one- way, PSA
Validation:no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 4
Related papers: 63–66

Model name/first author: Jiménez model
Model type (self- reported): closed cohort Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status, 
willingness to quit history
Diseases: COPD, CVD, T2DM
Outcomes: incremental cost- savings, number of quitters
Sensitivity analysis: univariate sensitivity analysis
Validation: internal validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 3
Related papers: 89–91

Model name/first author: Johansson model
Model type (self- reported): a Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(former, current)
Diseases: COPD, CHD, stroke, cancers
Outcomes: QALY, life years lost, cost, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: univariable, multivariable, PSA
Validation: external validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 3
Related papers: 17 57 58

Model name/first author: Prevention Impacts Simulation Model
Model type (self- reported): system dynamics model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): blood pressure, 
cholesterol, secondhand smoking, obesity, psychological distress, fruit and vegetable, 
smoking status (never smoker, long- term ex- smoker, recent ex- smoker, current smoker), 
blood glucose categories (normal, pre- diabetic, diabetic), periodontal disease, sleep 
apnoea, small particulate air pollution and inadequate use of aspirin for primary 
prevention
Diseases: CVD
Outcomes: mortality and morbidity, healthcare cost, productivity loss, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: PSA
Validation: external validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 3
Related papers: 75–77

Continued
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Model name/first author: Baker model
Model type (self- reported): closed cohort Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): eligible smoker, 
ineligible smoker, initial quitter, successful quitter
Diseases: NA
Outcomes: number of quitters, morbidity, mortality, medical expenditures
Sensitivity analysis: univariate, multivariable analyses
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 99 100

Model name/first author: Barnett model
Model type (self- reported): a Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(former, current)
Diseases: NA
Outcomes: mortality, healthcare cost, QALY, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: one- way, PSA
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 59 60

Model name/first author: Cantor model
Model type (self- reported): decision- analytical model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status
Diseases: NA
Outcomes: cost, QALY
Sensitivity analysis: one- way, two- way uncertainty analyses
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 61 62

Model name/first author: Chevreul model
Model type (self- reported): Markov state transition model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(smoker, former smoker), diagnosed with either lung cancer, COPD or CVD such as 
stroke or coronary artery disease and dead (smoker: ≥1 cigarette/day)
Diseases: COPD, CVD, lung cancer
Outcomes: ICER
Sensitivity analysis: deterministic sensitivity analysis, Monte Carlo simulation
Validation: internal validation, external validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 101 102

Model name/first author: Cost- Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications- US 
model
Model type (self- reported): microsimulation
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking intensity 
(packs/day)—heavy/moderate/light, CD4+T cell count, viral load, history of opportunistic 
disease and antiretroviral treatment use
Diseases: lung cancer
Outcomes: life expectancy, mortality
Sensitivity analysis: two- way
Validation: internal validation, external validation and cross- validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 92 93

Model name/first author: ModelHealth: Tobacco
Model type (self- reported): microsimulation
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(never, former, current)
Diseases: CVD, stroke, lung cancer, respiratory disease
Outcomes: medical cost, hospitalisation, mortality and morbidity, productivity loss, 
QALY, smoking prevalence
Sensitivity analysis: one- way
Validation: internal validation, external validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 103 104

Model name/first author: Parrott model
Model type (self- reported): decision tree
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): childhood exposure to 
maternal smoking, smoking status (current, former)
Diseases: COPD, CHD, stroke, lung cancer, asthma, pregnancy- related (placental 
abruption, ectopic pregnancy, pre- eclampsia, placenta previa and miscarriage, infant 
morbidities: low infant birth weight, stillbirth, premature birth)
Outcomes: ICER, QALY, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: PSA
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 67 68

Model name/first author: Population Health Impact Model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): never tobacco 
users, former tobacco users, current cigarette smokers, current cMRTP users, current 
dual users
Diseases: COPD, IHD, stroke, lung cancer
Outcomes: mortality, cMRTP uptake
Sensitivity analysis: performed sensitivity analysis
Validation: model validated
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 18 52

Model name/first author: Tobacco Town
Model type (self- reported): agent- based model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking intensity 
(cigarettes/day)
Diseases: NA
Outcomes: cost, tobacco purchase behaviour
Sensitivity analysis: performed sensitivity analysis
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 79 80

Model name/first author: UK Health Forum simulation
Model type (self- reported): microsimulation
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(never, former, current)
Diseases: COPD, CHD, stroke, 14 cancers
Outcomes: cost, morbidity, smoking prevalence, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: performed sensitivity analysis
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 2
Related papers: 81 82

Model name/first author: Chronic Disease Model
Model type (self- reported): closed cohort multistate Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status (never, 
former, current)
Diseases: acute myocardial infarction, chronic heart failure, COPD, stroke (CVA), T2DM, 
and cancer of the lung, stomach, oesophagus, larynx, bladder, kidney, pancreas, and oral 
cavity
Outcomes: cost, QALY, number of quitters
Sensitivity analysis: one- way
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 1
Related papers: 117

Model name/first author: Chronic Heart Disease Policy Model
Model type (self- reported): state- transition (Markov) computer- simulation model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): active smoker 
or secondhand smoke exposure, systolic blood pressure, BMI, level of high- density 
lipoprotein cholesterol, level of low- density lipoprotein, diabetes
Diseases: CHD and stroke
Outcomes: CHD incidence, prevalence, mortality, costs, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: Monte Carlo simulations
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 1
Related papers: 118

Table 1 Continued
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model, Chevreul model, CHD Policy Model and Jiménez 
model). Some models provided detailed model information. One 
of the SimSmoke models, in particular, provided a detailed data 
source and modelling diagram.105 However, none of the models 
provided the source code or the pseudo- code of their algorithms.

Model output
Finally, existing modelling guidelines recommend model valida-
tion, propagation of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis.88 106

First, 11 of 25 models reported result uncertainty. Further-
more, the SimSmoke model reported uncertainty in some studies 
but not in others. The types of uncertainty that were reflected in 
the reported uncertainty intervals varied widely.

Validation is used to check result accuracy. Figure 4 and online 
supplemental table S7 illustrate the wide gamut of validation 
approaches, including external validation, cross- validation and 
internal validation. We treated all models published in peer- 
reviewed journals as face validated by experts during the peer- 
review process. Hence, we did not count face validation for 
plotting or reporting.

External validation, considered the strongest validation form, 
was employed by eight models.17 20 23–51 57 58 75–77 92 93 101–104 107–111 
BODE3 model and Cost- Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS 
Complications- US model employed cross- validations. However, 

some of the models did not mention the validation methods 
explicitly. Twelve (48%) models did not mention any 
validity check (without consideration of the face valida-
tion).59–68 79–83 94–100 112–118

Modellers perform a sensitivity analysis to check model 
outputs’ variation by input uncertainty.106 All models in our 
review reported some sensitivity analysis using one- way, multi-
variable or probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA). Three models 
applied a one- way sensitivity test only.89–91 103 104 117 Five models 
applied PSA only.20 25 43–51 67 68 75–78 118 Additionally, eight models 
used various approaches when testing different input parame-
ters.17 57–66 70–74 99–102 112–116

Equity
Given the strong socioeconomic gradient of smoking in many 
countries, we also considered it essential to report policy 
outcomes on equity. Four models reported policy equity 
impact.20 23 25 43–51 70–74 107–111 117 A range of socioeconomic status 
(SES) measures were used. IMPACT model used area deprivation 
(index of relative area- level deprivation) or education level to 

Model name/first author: Lung Cancer Policy Model
Model type (self- reported): state- transition microsimulation model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking history 
(length of time a person smoked and cigarettes smoked per day)
Diseases: three cancers from any of the following five lung cancer cell types: 
adenocarcinoma (including adenocarcinoma in situ), large cell, squamous cell, small cell 
and other
Outcomes: mortality rate and cost- effectiveness
Sensitivity analysis: performed sensitivity analysis
Validation: model validated
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 1
Related papers: 69

Model name/first author: Mendez model
Model type (self- reported): Excel- based Markov model
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(never, former, current)
Diseases: NA
Outcomes: cost, DALY, smoking prevalence
Sensitivity analysis: PSA
Validation: model validated
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 1
Related papers: 78*

Model name/first author: Mejia model
Model type (self- reported): decision tree model used in Monte Carlo simulations
Risk factors included (smoking status provided with details): smoking status 
(current cigarette user, current e- cigarette, dual user)
Diseases: NA
Outcomes: morbidity, uncertainty
Sensitivity analysis: performed sensitivity analysis
Validation: no model validation
Number of peer- reviewed articles in this search: 1
Related papers: 83

  

*Paper mentioned that this simulation model is based on the model developed by Mendez, Warner and Courant.
BMI, body mass index; CHD, coronary heart disease; cMRTP, candidate modified risk tobacco products; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CVA, cerebrovascular 
accident; CVD, cardiovascular disease; DALY, disability- adjusted life year; ICER, incremental cost- effectiveness ratio; IHD, ischaemic heart disease; NA, not available; PSA, 
probabilistic sensitivity analysis; QALY, quality- adjusted life year; ROI, return on investment; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Table 1 Continued

Figure 2 Occurrence of model outcome types (some models included 
more than one output type).

Figure 3 Occurrence of number of disease groups simulated by 
models. Considered disease groups: cancers, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, cardiovascular disease and any other smoking- 
related diseases. The models with no diseases explicitly modelled either 
calculated all- cause mortality directly from smoking status or used the 
number of smokers or non- smokers without explicitly modelling disease 
pathways.
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indicate SES23 107–111; CDM defined SES by education levels117; 
BODE3 used ethnicity groups20 25 43–51 and ECEA tobacco tax 
model modelled income quintiles.70–74

Developing a proof-of-concept quality assessment framework
Online supplemental table S5 shows the models scored using 
the proposed quality assessment framework and presents the 
number of published articles using the model. BODE3 was the 
highest scored model with one missing point on using the cate-
gorical smoking status. The models with higher quality scores 
were generally associated with more peer- reviewed publications 
(online supplemental figure S1 and online supplemental table 
S8).

DISCUSSION
This tobacco control PSM systematic review critically analysed 
existing models’ strengths and weaknesses regarding data inputs, 
model structure and outputs. Going beyond previous systematic 
reviews, we then devised and proposed a tobacco control PSM 
quality assessment framework. This quality framework could 
potentially be used in future research to enable readers to better 
assess the quality of tobacco control PSMs.

Our systematic review confirmed the multitude of modelling 
techniques used in the field. It revealed a wide range of quality, 
with few achieving high scores. The diffusion of good modelling 
practices thus currently appears to be suboptimal.

All included models had been subjected to sensitivity anal-
ysis and most appropriately used population data from public 
or administrative registries to represent the population.106 119 
However, other best practices were often lacking.

Few models adequately captured the epidemiology of smoking 
harms. Smoking intensity and duration are essential,120 and the 
risk from smoking is cumulative, especially for cancers and 
COPD. The risk reduction after smoking cessation is likewise 
gradual. In addition, considerable time lags between exposure 
and change in risk exist for some diseases. By ignoring these 
factors, many models risk overestimating the impact of the simu-
lated tobacco control policies.121

Furthermore, around one in five models used no empirical 
evidence to inform policy effectiveness. Thus, risking substantial 
bias.

Most models provided documentation to explain technical 
details for readers. However, none offered the source code 
under an open- source licence to enable complete transparency 
and scrutiny. We consider this a missed opportunity for trans-
parency and sharing good practice, avoiding unnecessary repeti-
tion of work between research groups, and enabling more rapid 
model development.14 106 122 123 Ultimately, these coding silos 
hinder evidenced- based health policymaking and evaluation by 
needlessly slowing down model development and the dispersion 
of good practice.

Only four models reported on the potential equity of the 
simulated tobacco control policies. This is despite smoking prev-
alence having strong socioeconomic gradients in most countries; 
gradients which inequitable tobacco control policies have some-
times intensified.121 124

Quality assessment framework
In developing our proof- of- concept quality assessment frame-
work, we included nine dimensions. Each appeared feasible, 
being achieved in at least one tobacco control PSM. Reassur-
ingly, the models with the highest quality scores were broadly 
those with a higher number of publications, although two high- 
quality models with high publication count perhaps drove the 
pattern.

Public health implications
Policymakers could use this review as a registry of the currently 
available models. Furthermore, we propose an easy- to- use frame-
work to assess the quality of the existing and future models, 
guide narratives of quality assessment during the peer- review 
process and foster progressively higher quality models.

Earlier guidelines powerfully informed our proposed quality 
assessment framework.123 However, we would suggest that most 
such guidelines are primarily useful for modellers rather than 
model users. They are lengthy (span across seven papers), chal-
lenging for non- technical users to digest and practice, and too 
generic to directly cover specific tobacco epidemiology charac-
teristics (such as the cumulative nature of the risk and long lags 
between exposure and some diseases). These shortcomings may 
perhaps help explain the lack of any quality assessment in the 
two previous systematic reviews on tobacco models. We believe 
that our proposed quality assessment framework would be 
simple to apply directly to tobacco control PSMs and would not 
require the user to have any deep technical background.

The quality assessment framework we are proposing may also 
incentivise modelling complexity. We argue that complexity is 
necessary to integrate the increasingly available information, 
enabling richer, more accurate and comparable modelling 
outputs for policymakers and planners.124 Increased collabora-
tion between modelling teams is thus urgently needed to miti-
gate many of the potential pitfalls of complexity and improve 
quality.

Organisations that facilitate collaboration among health policy 
modellers could play an important role. For instance, CISNET, a 
National Cancer Institute- funded modelling consortium, shares 
model common inputs and common intermediate/final outputs; 
modellers can then compare prediction results between different 
models.125 126

In the longer term, such collaboration would create a virtuous 
circle of modellers having a framework to support them and 
policymakers having consistently better models.

Strengths and limitations
Building on previous reviews, we applied broader inclusion 
requirements and enhanced systematic methods. Our system-
atic review thus offers a broader and deeper view of the current 
tobacco control PSM landscape.

Additionally, we went beyond the traditional methodology 
review to provide an easy- to- use framework for the quality 
assessment of existing and future models. This should facilitate 
the development of higher quality tobacco control PSMs and 
may be useful during the peer- review process.

Figure 4 Occurrence of types of model validations (some models used 
more than one validation type).
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This review has potential limitations. First, we only analysed 
PSMs used in more than two studies to better represent the 
most actively used tobacco control PSMs. Likewise, we excluded 
models with more than two studies if these were all published 
before July 2013, as these can be found in the previous review 
by Feirman et al. Unavoidably, our approach has excluded some 
tobacco control PSMs. However, given the aims of our study, we 
would not expect them to have fundamentally different model-
ling practices than the models we included.

Second, allocating a single point in each of the nine (binary) 
dimensions of the quality framework was intended to be simple 
but risks being simplistic. However, in future real- world uses of 
the framework, we expect to refine these methods into more 
elaborate and weighted scoring schemes, perhaps tailored to the 
specific research aims. That further development and validation 
might permit an even broader and more robust assessment of 
model quality.

Third, due to resource constraints, we did not search for any 
grey literature or reports and only included studies published in 
English; we may thus have excluded some potentially influential 
models.

Finally, we included five studies funded by industry, which 
is liable to COI and bias. That represents a topic for further 
research.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have usefully highlighted the strengths and 
weaknesses of tobacco control PSMs’ data selection, model struc-
ture and output. We offer a nine- dimension proof- of- concept 
quality assessment framework to help facilitate the development 
of high- quality policy models in tobacco control, and perhaps 
more widely.

What this paper adds

What is already known on this subject
 ► Tobacco control policy simulation models have been used 
to guide tobacco control policymaking during the planning 
stage and the evaluation of post- implementation impact. 
However, despite this being a very active research area, there 
is no widely accepted quality assessment framework for 
tobacco control policy simulation models.

What this paper adds
 ► Analysing the methodology of published tobacco control 
policy simulation models potentially offers a broader and 
deeper view of the current policy modelling landscape.

 ► We offer a proof- of- concept quality assessment framework 
for tobacco control policy simulation models, which may 
guide quality assessment narratives in the peer- review 
process and foster higher modelling standards.
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Text S1.  Search strategy (adapted from Feirman et al., 2016). 

PubMed 

(("models, theoretical"[majr:noexp] OR "models, statistical"[majr:noexp] OR "models, economic"[majr] OR 

"computer simulation"[majr:noexp] OR "monte carlo method"[mesh] OR "decision support techniques"[majr:noexp] 

OR "decision trees"[mesh] OR "systems theory"[mesh] OR "markov chains"[mesh] OR "system dynamics"[tiab] OR 

"agent-based model"[tiab] OR "agent-based models"[tiab] OR "agent-based modeling"[tiab] OR "agent-based 

modelling"[tiab] OR "simulation model"[tiab] OR "decision analysis"[tiab] OR "decision framework"[tiab] OR 

"markov"[tiab] OR "cost-utility analysis"[tiab] OR "cost-utility analyses"[tiab] OR "cost-effectiveness analysis"[tiab] 

OR "cost-effectiveness analyses"[tiab] OR "cost-benefit analysis"[tiab] OR "cost-benefit analyses"[tiab] OR 

"forecasting"[mesh] OR "microsimulation"[tiab] OR "micro simulation"[tiab] OR "monte carlo"[tiab] OR "life 

year"[tiab] OR "life years"[tiab] OR "smoking-attributable deaths"[tiab] OR "smoking attributable deaths"[tiab] OR 

"deterministic"[tiab] OR "probabilistic"[tiab] OR "stochastic"[tiab] OR "dynamic transmission model"[tiab] OR 

"state-transition"[tiab] OR "state transition"[tiab] OR "discrete event"[tiab] OR "continuous event"[tiab] OR "analytic 

horizon"[tiab] OR "cohort simulation"[tiab] OR "second-order simulation"[tiab] OR "threshold analysis"[tiab] OR 

"years of healthy life"[tiab] OR "decision problem"[tiab] OR "transition probabilities"[tiab] OR "discount rate"[tiab]) 

AND ("Smoking"[Mesh] OR "Smoking Cessation"[Mesh] OR "Tobacco"[Mesh] OR "Tobacco Products"[Mesh] OR 

"Tobacco, Smokeless"[Mesh] OR "Smoking"[TI] OR "Tobacco"[TI] OR "Smoker"[TI] OR "Smokers"[TI] OR 

(cigar[TI] OR cigar'[TI] OR cigareftes[TI] OR cigaret[TI] OR cigarete[TI] OR cigarets[TI] OR cigarett[TI] OR 

cigarette[TI] OR cigarette'[TI] OR cigarette's[TI] OR cigarettedagger[TI] OR cigaretteinduced[TI] OR cigarettes[TI] 

OR cigarettes'[TI] OR cigarettesmoke[TI] OR cigaretts[TI] OR cigarillo[TI] OR cigarillos[TI] OR cigarlike[TI] OR 

cigarra[TI] OR cigarret[TI] OR cigarrette[TI] OR cigarrilla[TI] OR cigarro[TI] OR cigarros[TI] OR cigars[TI]) OR 

"Smokeless"[TIAB] OR (e cigarette[TIAB] OR e cigarette's[TIAB] OR e cigarettedagger[TIAB] OR e 

cigarettee[TIAB] OR e cigarettes[TIAB]) OR (electronic cigarette[TIAB] OR electronic cigarettes[TIAB]) OR 

"Snus"[TIAB] OR "Nicotine"[TIAB]))  

 

CINAHL Plus 

(MJ Computer Simulation OR Models, Statistical OR Forecasting OR Cost Benefit Analysis OR Quality-Adjusted 

Life Years OR TX “system dynamics” OR “agent-based model” OR “agent-based models” OR “agent-based 

modeling” OR “agent-based modelling” OR “simulation model” OR “decision analysis” OR “decision framework” or 
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“markov” OR “cost-utility analysis” OR “cost-utility analyses” OR “cost-effectiveness analysis” OR “cost-

effectiveness analyses” OR “cost-benefit analysis” or “cost-benefit analyses” OR “microsimulation” OR “micro 

simulation” OR “monte carlo” OR “life year” OR “life years” OR “deterministic” OR “probabilistic” OR “stochastic” 

OR “dynamic transmission model” OR “state-transition” OR “state transition” OR “discrete event” OR “continuous 

event” OR “analytic horizon” OR “cohort simulation” OR “second-order simulation” OR “first-order simulation” OR 

“threshold analysis” OR “years of healthy life” OR “decision problem” OR “transition probabilities” OR “discount 

rate”) AND (MJ Tobacco OR Smoking OR Smoking Cessation OR Smoking—Trends OR Smoking Cessation OR TX 

smokeless OR “Smoking” OR “Tobacco” OR “Smoker” or “Smokers” OR Cigar* OR “Smokeless” OR E-cigarette* 

OR Electronic cigarette* OR “Snus” OR “Nicotine” OR “smoking-attributable deaths” OR “smoking attributable 

deaths”) 

Limit: English Language 

PsycINFO 

((KW cost effectiveness OR economic analysis OR smoking-attributable deaths OR quality adjusted life expectancy 

OR economic impact OR SU “Costs and Cost Analysis” OR Health Care Policy OR Simulation OR Decision Making 

OR Life Expectancy OR TX “system dynamics” OR “agent-based model” OR “agent-based models” OR “agent-based 

modeling” OR “agent-based modelling” OR “simulation model” OR “decision analysis” OR “decision framework” or 

“markov” OR “cost-utility analysis” OR “cost-utility analyses” OR “cost-effectiveness analysis” OR “cost-

effectiveness analyses” OR “cost-benefit analysis” or “cost-benefit analyses” OR “microsimulation” OR “micro 

simulation” OR “monte carlo” OR “life year” OR “life years” OR “deterministic” OR “probabilistic” OR “stochastic” 

OR “dynamic transmission model” OR “state-transition” OR “state transition” OR “discrete event” OR “continuous 

event” OR “analytic horizon” OR “cohort simulation” OR “second-order simulation” OR “first-order simulation” OR 

“threshold analysis” OR “years of healthy life” OR “decision problem” OR “transition probabilities” OR “discount 

rate”) AND (KW tobacco control policies OR tobacco control policy OR smoking cessation OR smokeless tobacco 

OR cession treatment policies OR population smoking prevalence OR tobacco elimination OR cessation programs OR 

cigarette consumption OR smoking OR snus OR electronic cigarettes OR SU Smoking Cessation OR Tobacco 

Smoking OR Smokeless Tobacco OR TX smokeless OR “Smoking” OR “Tobacco” OR “Smoker” or “Smokers” OR 

Cigar* OR “Smokeless” OR E-cigarette* OR Electronic cigarette* OR “Snus” OR “Nicotine” OR “smoking-

attributable deaths” OR “smoking attributable deaths”))  

Population Group: Human 
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Language: English  

Population: unselect animal 

EMBASE 

“theoretical model”/mj OR “statistical model”/mj OR “computer simulation”/mj OR “disease simulation”/mj OR 

“monte carlo method”/mj OR “decision support system”/mj OR “decision tree”/mj OR “systems theory”/mj OR 

“economic evaluation”/exp OR “forecasting”/exp OR “economic model”:ab,ti OR “simulation model”:ab,ti OR 

“markov”:ab,ti OR “systems dynamics”:ab,ti OR “agent-based model”:ab,ti OR “agent-based models”:ab,ti OR 

“agent-based modeling”:ab,ti OR “agent-based modelling”:ab,ti OR “decision analysis”:ab,ti OR “decision 

framework”:ab,ti OR “microsimulation”:ab,ti OR “micro simulation”:ab,ti OR “life year”:ab,ti OR “life years”:ab,ti 

OR “smoking-attributable deaths”:ab,ti OR “smoking attributable deaths”:ab,ti OR “deterministic”:ab,ti OR 

“probabilistic”:ab,ti OR “stochastic”:ab,ti OR “dynamic transmission model”:ab,ti OR “state-transition”:ab,ti OR 

“state transition”:ab,ti OR “discrete event”:ab,ti OR “continuous event”:ab,ti OR “analytic horizon”:ab, ti OR “cohort 

simulation”:ab,ti OR “second-order simulation”:ab,ti OR “first-order simulation”:ab,ti OR “threshold analysis”:ab,ti 

OR “years of healthy life”:ab,ti OR “decision problem”:ab,ti OR “transition probabilities”:ab,ti OR “discount 

rate”:ab,ti 

AND 

‘smoking’/mj OR ‘cigarette smoke’/mj OR ‘bidi smoking’/mj OR ‘smoking regulation’ OR ‘smoking cessation’/exp 

OR ‘tobacco’/exp OR ‘smokeless tobacco’/exp OR ‘electronic cigarette’:ab,ti OR ‘e-cigarette’:ab,ti OR ‘snus’: ab,ti 

OR ‘nicotine’:ab,ti  

NOT ‘cannabis smoking’/exp NOT ‘cigarette smoke condensate’/mj 

EconLit 

CC I180 OR CC C530 OR CC J110 OR KW “Simulation” OR CC I120 OR TX “system dynamics” OR “agent-based 

model” OR “agent-based models” OR “agent-based modeling” OR “agent-based modelling” OR “simulation model” 

OR “decision analysis” OR “decision framework” or “markov” OR “cost-utility analysis” OR “cost-utility analyses” 

OR “cost-effectiveness analysis” OR “cost-effectiveness analyses” OR “cost-benefit analysis” or “cost-benefit 

analyses” OR “microsimulation” OR “micro simulation” OR “monte carlo” OR “life year” OR “life years” OR 

“deterministic” OR “probabilistic” OR “stochastic” OR “dynamic transmission model” OR “state-transition” OR 
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“state transition” OR “discrete event” OR “continuous event” OR “analytic horizon” OR “cohort simulation” OR 

“second-order simulation” OR “first-order simulation” OR “threshold analysis” OR “years of healthy life” OR 

“decision problem” OR “transition probabilities” OR “discount rate” 

AND  

KW “Smoking” OR “tobacco” OR TX smokeless OR “Smoking” OR “Tobacco” OR “Smoker” or “Smokers” OR 

Cigar* OR “Smokeless” OR E-cigarette* OR “Electronic cigarette*” OR “Snus” OR “Nicotine” OR “smoking-

attributable deaths” OR “smoking attributable deaths” 

Filter: only English 
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Text S2. Potential Good Modelling Practices.  

We examined the modelling approaches by a) model inputs (hierarchy of evidence, population 

representativeness), b) model structure (exposure granularity, disease epidemiology, documentation), and c) 

model outputs (reporting standards, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, model validation) to identify 

method strengths and weaknesses.  
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Text S3. Summary of included models (in descending order of the number of peer-reviewed articles). 

SimSmoke 

SimSmoke is a first-order Markov model to estimate the smoking prevalence changes and smoking-attributable deaths 

of various tobacco control policies. SimSmoke relies on four sub-modules – population size, smoking prevalence, 

smoking-attributable deaths, and policy modules. Risk factors included categorical smoking status and the year since 

quitting. Model outcomes focus on mortality and smoking prevalence. SimSmoke was calibrated, and sensitivity 

analysis was performed. Readers are provided with the model documentation. The model was reported with external 

validation. However, there were no simulated diseases mentioned in the model. SimSmoke was also used to model 

smoking behaviour by dual users (SLT and cigarettes or snus and cigarettes). 

 

Abridged SimSmoke 

Abridged SimSmoke is a model that uses a single year to project policy short-term (5 years), mid-term (15 years), and 

long-term (40 years) effects on smoking prevalence and smoking-attributable deaths. Slightly different from the four 

modules in SimSmoke, Abridged SimSmoke utilises three components population size, smoking prevalence and 

policy modules in the approach. In this model, populations are stratified with an unemployed status. 

 

BODE3 

BODE3 is a multistate life-table model of 16 smoking-related diseases. It was developed to evaluate intervention 

effectiveness in reducing smoking prevalence, related diseases, cost, cost-effectiveness and equity on ethnicity groups. 

Model result certainty was reported. However, the model only modelled policy impact on New Zealand populations. 

There were 16 diseases included in the model - chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cardiovascular disease 

(CVD), stroke, lung cancer. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA). Moreover, cross-validation and external 

validation were performed for this model. This model includes two modules: a population forecasting model and a 

multiple-state life-table. 

 

Extended cost-effectiveness analysis (ECEA) tobacco tax model 

The extended cost-effectiveness analysis (ECEA) tobacco tax model is a cost-effectiveness model in estimating the 

impact of tobacco taxation. It was adapted from the Asian Development Bank’s framework. The population groups 

were stratified by income quintile. It included diseases such as COPD, CVD, stroke, lung cancer, bladder cancer and 
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neoplasms. The model generates cost, mortality, the number of smokers who quit, life-years gained, additional 

revenues generated and equity outcomes. 

Moreover, it was tested with one-way sensitivity analysis and validated. The model technical document is available 

for readers. Nevertheless, the majority of the studies using this model focused on male-only. 

 

IMPACT 

IMPACT is a cell-based model to estimate CHD mortality changes under different policy scenarios. Risk factors 

included blood pressure, cholesterol, diabetes, fruit and vegetable, smoking (never smoker, long-term ex-smoker, 

recent ex-smoker, current smoker), salt intake, saturated fat intake, BMI and physical activities. Model simulated 

diseases include CHD and type 2 Diabetes. In the IMPACT model, population characteristics include age, gender and 

socioeconomics classes (indicated by QIMD). The model projects outcomes on equity, CHD mortality, smoking 

prevalence and life-years gained. Moreover, the resulting uncertainty was reported. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis 

(PSA) using the Monte Carlo approach was applied as the sensitivity analysis, and the model was externally validated. 

Moreover, the model documentation is available to readers. 

 

European study on Quantifying Utility of Investment in Protection from Tobacco model (EQUIPTMOD) 

The European study on Quantifying Utility of Investment in Protection from Tobacco model (EQUIPTMOD) is 

constructed as a Markov state transition model. It models smoking cessation on four diseases: stroke, lung cancer, 

coronary heart disease and COPD. It provides economic estimates on intervention cost, return on investment (ROI), 

incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) and quality-adjusted life-year (QALY). Both univariable sensitivity 

analysis and PSA were performed. Technical document for all countries is available on the study website. However, 

there was no model validity mentioned in the papers. 

 

Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes (BENESCO) model 

Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes (BENESCO) model is a discrete-time Markov model that estimates the 

cost-effectiveness of a single smoking cessation attempt. Smokers were modelled by quit smoking duration, including 

smoker, recent quitter and long-term quitter. COPD, CHD, stroke and lung cancer were included in the model. Results 

on mortality, morbidity, cost and QALY were generated. In addition, univariable sensitivity analysis and PSA was 

performed on this model. It was calibrated. However, there is no documentation provided. In addition, funding was 

provided by Pfizer. 
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Two-quit BENESCO is a model developed based on the adaption of BENESCO to model smokers that attempts two 

times quit smoking over a lifetime. Diseases include COPD, CHD, stroke and asthma exacerbations were modelled. 

One-way and PSA were performed for this model. Scenario testing and face validation were applied for this model. 

 

DYNAMO-HIA model 

The DYNAMO-HIA is a software applying a discrete-time, Markov-type multistate model. The model combines a 

microsimulation to simulate the risk factor exposure development and projecting the health impact over time with a 

macrosimulation. Moreover, three modules - population, disease, risk factors were included; eight health risk factors 

were included - BMI, alcohol, smoking, second-hand smoking, salt intake, physical activities, obesity. The model 

simulates nine smoking-related diseases: ischemic heart diseases (IHD), diabetes, COPD, stroke, lung, breast, 

colorectal, oral, and oesophageal cancer. The model estimates the chances of morbidity and healthy life years (HLY). 

The model validity checked was mention for this model.  

 

Johansson model 

Johansson model is a Markov-cycle tree model. It simulates smoking cessation on COPD, cardiovascular disease 

(stroke and CHD) and cancers to estimate QALY and cost impact. Sensitivity analysis was performed using 

multivariable analysis and PSA. Model external validation was mentioned. Moreover, the model non-technical 

document is available. 

 

Prevention Impacts Simulation Model (PRISM) 

Prevention Impacts Simulation Model (PRISM) is an interactive system dynamics model for cardiovascular disease 

prediction. Users could interact with the model parameters using the user interface. It was designed to estimate policy 

impact on mortality, morbidity, healthcare cost, productivity and result uncertainty. A series of risk factors were 

included: blood pressure, cholesterol, second-hand smoking, obesity, psychological distress, fruit and vegetable, 

smoking (never smoker, long-term ex-smoker, recent ex-smoker, current smoker), blood glucose categories, 

periodontal disease, sleep apnoea, small particulate air pollution, and inadequate use of aspirin for primary prevention. 

The model was externally validated, and the sensitivity analysis was checked with PSA. However, it was only applied 

to the US setting. 
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Jiménez model 

Jiménez et al. developed the budgetary impact analysis (BIA) model for the Spanish population. This model 

incorporates a hybrid model - closed cohort and Markov chains. The model population are represented by patients 

diagnosed with COPD, t2-DM and CVD, who would be willing to stop smoking. Risk factors included smoking status 

and willingness and quit history. The model estimates costs and the number of quitters. This model was internally 

validated and tested with univariable sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, this model received funding from Pfizer Inc. 

 

Baker model 

Baker et al. developed a closed cohort budget impact Markov model. The model estimates the cost of smoking 

cessation prescriptions from the angle of US payers. Categorical smoking status is the risk factor input. It predicts the 

number of quitters and medical expenditures under different policy scenarios. A series of univariate and multivariate 

sensitivity analyses were performed on the model. However, there was no mentioning of modelled diseases and no 

reporting of model validation. Moreover, the model documentation was not provided by modellers. From the 

declaration, the authors mentioned that IQVIA employees developed the model with funding from Pfizer.  

 

Barnett model 

Barnett model is a Markov model that used for smoking cessation trial cost-effectiveness. Treatment effectiveness is 

extracted from the trial. It predicts the trial lifetime effect on cost, mortality and QALYs. The result range is provided. 

This model was tested with a one-way sensitivity method. Its technical appendix is provided, but the code is not open-

source. The model was calibrated; however, there was no mentioning of the model validation and no specific 

modelling of diseases mentioned for this model. 

  

Cantor model 

The model designed by Cantor et al. is a two-structured decision-analytic model to assess the cost-effectiveness of 

smoking cessation interventions over a lifetime. The first model evaluates cost per successful quit while the second 

one estimates life expectancy and quality-adjusted life expectancy. This model includes a lifetime horizon to capture 

the smoking intervention for long-term benefit—however, the model only simulated interventions in the United States. 

One-way and two-way sensitivity analysis were used. The model validation is not mentioned, and there is no 

additional model documentation provided.  
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Chevreul model 

Chevreul model is a Markov state-transition model that is used to predict cost-effectiveness analysis of smoking 

policies on the French population. The model simulates the natural history of smokers until death. It only modelled 

smokers diagnosed with either lung cancer, COPD or CVD, such as stroke or coronary artery disease and death. 

Diseases include COPD, CVD and lung cancer. Moreover, health outcomes and ICER are provided by the model. The 

model used sensitivity tests and was cross-validated. The model documentation is available.  

 

Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications (CEPAC)-US model 

Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications (CEPAC)-US model is a microsimulation model of HIV 

natural history and treatment. It is applicable for the HIV-infected US population. The model includes risk factors - 

smoking intensity(packs/day), CD4+ T-cell count, viral load, history of the opportunistic disease, and antiretroviral 

therapy use. Lung cancer is simulated as a disease outcome. The model predicts the number of years of life lost from 

smoking. Two-way sensitivity analysis was applied in this model. Moreover, this model was validated with internal 

and external validation. There is a link to model documentation provided; however, it is not open access.  

 

ModelHeath: Tobacco 

ModelHeath: Tobacco is a microsimulation model developed by Maciosek et al. ModelHealth: Tobacco MN is the 

same model for modelling the population data from Minnesota. Detailed demographic information including 

education level, ethnicity, disability, employment and poverty were modelled. Disease including CVD, stroke, lung 

cancer and respiratory disease was simulated. The model reports the health burden and cost-effectiveness of smoking 

behaviour, including medical cost, hospitalisation, mortality and morbidity, productivity loss, QALY and smoking 

prevalence. One-way sensitivity analysis was performed. Moreover, the model was validated with internal and 

external validation. Model documentation is provided for the readers.   

 

Parrott model 

Parrott model is used in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of clinical trials over a lifetime. The policy effectiveness was 

extracted from a randomised controlled trial, and other data inputs were either from the trial or national representative 

surveys. Diseases including COPD, CHD, stroke, lung cancer, asthma, pregnancy-related (placental abruption, ectopic 

pregnancy, pre-eclampsia, placenta previa and miscarriage infant morbidities: low infant birth weight, stillbirth, 

premature birth) were modelled. The model estimates trial outcomes on cost and QALY with a result uncertainty 
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range. The result was tested with PSA. Users are provided with model documentation. However, there was no 

mentioning of model validation. 

Population Health Impact Model (PHIM) 

Population Health Impact Model (PHIM) is a tobacco industry funded model by Philip Morris International. This 

model evaluates the health impact of a candidate modified risk tobacco product (cMRTP). It projects cMRTP uptake 

and mortality rate changes under alternative scenarios. cMRTP users and dual users were counted as the smoking 

status. In addition, smoking-related attributable deaths from lung cancer, ischemic heart disease, stroke and chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease were considered. This model was tested with sensitivity analysis and validated. PHIM 

model comprises two modules - a population module that generates distributions of smoking histories for each 

scenario at the end of the period being studied and an epidemiologic risk module to estimate smoking-related 

attributable deaths. 

Tobacco Town  

This is an agent-based model. Smoking intensity (cigarettes/day) is simulated in the model. Population characteristics 

include priority population representation(lesbian, LGBTQ+), income, urban rich, urban poor, suburban rich, suburban 

poor, mode of transport, home and work locations, and route between the two locations and ethnicities. The model 

predicts cost and tobacco purchase behaviour. The model reported calibration and sensitivity analysis. Moreover, there 

is additional model documentation provided. However, there was no mentioning of model validation.  

  

UK Health Forum (UKHF) simulation 

 

UK Health Forum (UKHF) simulation is a two structure microsimulation model to predict the health and economic 

impact of smoking policies within the UK setting. Module one applies a regression model to project smoking 

prevalence over time. Module two uses the smoking prevalence projection in a microsimulation model to estimate the 

cost and health benefits of policy scenarios. Seventeen smoking-related diseases (COPD, CHD, stroke, 14 tobacco-

related cancers) were included in the model. The model generates outcomes on cost, morbidity and smoking 

prevalence. The model was tested with sensitivity analysis. There is detailed model documentation with equations. 

However, there was no mentioning of validation. 
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Chronic Disease Model (CDM) 

Chronic Disease Model (CDM) is a dynamic multistate Markov model. This model simulated 20 chronic diseases. It 

models population groups stratified by age, gender and socioeconomics status using education levels. This model 

generates the lifetime outputs on QALYs, number of quitters and cost introduced by different smoking policies.  

Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) Policy Model 

Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) Policy Model is a state-transition Markov model that predicts policy impact on CHD 

incidence, prevalence, mortality and costs. This model includes three sub-models: demographic–epidemiological, 

bridge and disease-history. Six risk factors linking with CHD and stroke were simulated in this model. Moreover, this 

model was calibrated, and sensitivity analysis was performed. 

Lung Cancer Policy Model (LCPM) 

The Lung Cancer Policy Model is a state-transition microsimulation that models lung cancer development, screening 

and treatment at the individual patient level. Detailed patient smoking histories were counted in this model. This 

model was calibrated and validated.  

Mendez model 

Mendez model is an excel-based state-transition model. It composes two submodules, namely, prevalence and 

epidemiological models. The model generates outputs on smoking prevalence, health and cost-effectiveness under 

different tobacco interventions. This model only simulates the US population. 

Mejia model 

Mejia model used a decision tree model in Monte Carlo simulations. It estimates the health effects of expanding e-

cigarette sales in the United States and the United Kingdom. Outcomes include smoking prevalence and costs with the 

uncertainty range provided. Sensitivity analysis was performed. There was no mentioning of any model validation. 
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Table S1. Synthesis Without Meta-analysis (SWiM) reporting items. 1 

The citation for the Synthesis Without Meta-analysis explanation and elaboration article is: Campbell M, McKenzie JE, Sowden A, Katikireddi SV, Brennan SE, Ellis S, 2 

Hartmann-Boyce J, Ryan R, Shepperd S, Thomas J, Welch V, Thomson H. Synthesis without meta-analysis (SWiM) in systematic reviews: reporting guideline BMJ 3 

2020;368:l6890  4 

SWiM is intended to complement and be used as an extension to PRISMA 

SWiM reporting 

item 

Item description Page in manuscript 

where item is reported 

Other* 

Methods 

1 Grouping studies 

for synthesis 

1a) Provide a description of, and rationale for, the groups used in the synthesis (e.g., groupings 

of populations, interventions, outcomes, study design)  

Page 8 - 9  

1b) Detail and provide rationale for any changes made subsequent to the protocol in the groups 

used in the synthesis 

NA  

2 Describe the 

standardised metric 

and transformation 

methods used 

Describe the standardised metric for each outcome. Explain why the metric(s) was chosen, and 

describe any methods used to transform the intervention effects, as reported in the study, to 

the standardised metric, citing any methodological guidance consulted 

NA  

3 Describe the 

synthesis methods 

Describe and justify the methods used to synthesise the effects for each outcome when it was 

not possible to undertake a meta-analysis of effect estimates 

Page 8 - 9  
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4 Criteria used to 

prioritise results for 

summary and 

synthesis 

Where applicable, provide the criteria used, with supporting justification, to select the 

particular studies, or a particular study, for the main synthesis or to draw conclusions from the 

synthesis (e.g., based on study design, risk of bias assessments, directness in relation to the 

review question) 

Page 9  

SWiM reporting 

item 

Item description Page in manuscript 

where item is reported 

Other* 

5 Investigation of 

heterogeneity in 

reported effects 

State the method(s) used to examine heterogeneity in reported effects when it was not possible 

to undertake a meta-analysis of effect estimates and its extensions to investigate heterogeneity 

Page 9  

6 Certainty of 

evidence 

Describe the methods used to assess the certainty of the synthesis findings NA  

7 Data presentation 

methods 

Describe the graphical and tabular methods used to present the effects (e.g., tables, forest 

plots, harvest plots). 

Specify key study characteristics (e.g., study design, risk of bias) used to order the studies in the 

text and any tables or graphs, clearly referencing the studies included 

Page 9 - 10  

Results 
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8 Reporting results For each comparison and outcome, provide a description of the synthesised findings and the 

certainty of the findings. Describe the result in language that is consistent with the question the 

synthesis addresses, and indicate which studies contribute to the synthesis 

Page 10 - 41  

Discussion    

9 Limitations of the 

synthesis 

Report the limitations of the synthesis methods used and/or the groupings used in the synthesis 

and how these affect the conclusions that can be drawn in relation to the original review question 

Page 45 - 46  

PRISMA=Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses. 1 

*If the information is not provided in the systematic review, give details of where this information is available (e.g., protocol, other published papers (provide citation 2 

details), or website (provide the URL)).   3 
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Table S2. PICOS: inclusion / exclusion criteria. 1 

Include Exclude 

Participants 

Studies on any human populations  Studies on animals and cells  

Interventions 

Tobacco control policies Non-tobacco control policies (e.g. cancer screening 

program) 

Comparator 

Studies where tobacco control PSMs are evaluated or 

compared  

No tobacco control PSMs presented  

Outcomes 

Studies reporting any tobacco-related outcomes  Studies reporting no tobacco-related outcomes 

Study design 

PSMs Studies without PSMs  

 2 

3 
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Table S3. Data extraction form. 1 

 2 

Paper Name  Tick if yes 

1. GENERAL INFORMATION 

Paper author (First author)   

Paper published year (published online)   

Ref ID (DOI):     

Data extractor:   

Extraction date (DD/MM/YYYY)   

Funding & Conflict of interest   

General information - Others   

2.MODEL DETAILS 

Model name   

Code license/ Open source   

code URL   

Model setting - Country/Area   

Model - Initial year   

Prediction period:   

model detail - others   

3.TYPE OF MODEL 

Agent-based model   

Decision tree   

Discrete event   

Life table   

Markov model   

Macrosimulation   

Microsimulation   

System dynamic   

Open cohort   

Close cohort:   

Continuous time   
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Discrete-time   

Type of model - others   

4.DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 

(Tick if applicable) Gender (Y, both, F, M)   

Age   

Socioeconomic status    

Education   

Income   

Race/ Ethnicity   

Urban/ Rural   

Demographic - Others   

5.RISK FACTORS 

Alcohol intake   

Alcohol intake (Unit)   

Blood pressure    

Blood pressure (Unit)   

Cholesterol   

Cholesterol (Unit)   

Competing causes   

Competing causes (Unit)   

Diabetes   

Diabetes (Unit)   

Environmental tobacco smoking    

Environmental tobacco smoking (Unit)    

Fruit and vegetable consumption   

Fruit and vegetable consumption (Unit)   

General Health status   

General Health status (Unit)   

Hypertension   

Hypertension (Unit)   
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Mental health   

Mental health (Unit)   

Obesity or BMI   

Obesity or BMI (Unit)   

Physical activity   

Physical activity (Unit)   

Other risk factors (list down in box)   

Other risk factors (list down in box) (Unit)   

Smoking Status (never, former, smoker) (Unit)   

Smoking status (Unit)   

Smoking history (age star/ duration, intensity/age quit)   

Unit (pack-year, smoking duration, smoking intensity, smoking duration and intensity 

independently) 
  

Lag time   

Lag time (Unit)   

Risk factor-others   

Risk factor-others (Unit)   

6.OUTCOME TYPE 

Equality   

 Economics outcome   

Hospital admission   

Health outcomes - mortality   

Health outcomes - morbidity   

Health outcomes - other   

Smoking attitude/ Smoking prevalence   

Uncertainty   

Outcome types - Others (please describe)   

7.DISEASE CATEGORIES 

AMI (Acute myocardial infarction)   

Atrial fibrillation (AF)   

Asthma    
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COPD    

CVD   

Diabetes   

Diabetic neuropathy   

Diabetic retinopathy   

Dyslipidaemia   

Lung cancer   

Obesity   

Other cancers   

Stroke   

Tuberculosis (TB)   

Hypertension   

Diseases - Others   

Disease categories - others   

8.DATA SOURCES USED 

Population   

Mortality   

Morbidity   

Policy effective/ treatment effectiveness    

Data source - Others   

9.MODEL CHECKING 

Any sensitivity analyses carried out?      

Which sensitivity analyses were carried out?   

Was the model aligned?   

Was the model calibrated?   

How was the model calibrated?    

Was the validity of the model tested?   

Face validation   

Internal validation   

Cross-validation   
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External validation   

How was the validity quantified? (e.g. % explained)   

Validation - others   

Nontechnical & Technical documentation    

Assumptions   

Model availability for the reader (not including source code)   

Transparency - others   

Model-checking - others   

10.POTENTIAL LIMITATIONS 

Please list down Limitation    

Limitation reported/ Limitation discussed   

Limitation - others   

11.OTHER DETAILS 

Is this model an extension of another model (If yes, please mention what model it is)   

User interface   

Is this model a simulation software? (if yes, please mention the name of the software)   

Other comments   

 1 

  2 
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Table S4. Occurrence of model outcome types (Some models included more than one output type). 1 

Outcome type Model name / First Author Number of models 

Health economics outcome 

 

Baker model, Barnett model, BENESCO model, BODE3, Cantor model, CDM, Chevreul model, CHD 

Policy model, ECEA tobacco tax model, EQUIPTMOD, Jiménez model, Johansson model, LCPM, 

Mendez model, ModelHeath: Tobacco, PRISM, Parrott model, Tobacco Town ABM, UKHF 

simulation 

19 

Other health outcomes 

Barnett model, BENESCO model, BODE3, Cantor model, CDM, CEPAC-US model, DYNAMO-HIA, 

ECEA tobacco tax model, EQUIPTMOD, IMPACT model, Johansson model, Mendez model, 

ModelHeath: Tobacco, Parrott model 

14 

Mortality rate 
Barnett model, BENESCO model, CEPAC-US model, CHD Policy Model, DYNAMO-HIA, ECEA 

tobacco tax model, IMPACT model, LCPM, ModelHeath: Tobacco, PHIM, PRISM, SimSmoke 
12 

Smoking prevalence 
Baker model, BODE3, CDM, IMPACT, Jiménez model, LCPM, Mejia model, Mendez model, 

ModelHeath: Tobacco, UKHF simulation 
10 

Morbidity rate 
Baker model, BENESCO model, DYNAMO-HIA, Mejia model, ModelHeath: Tobacco, PRISM, 

SimSmoke, UKHF simulation 
8 

Equity BODE3, CDM, ECEA tobacco tax model, IMPACT model 4 

Hospital admission ModelHeath: Tobacco 1 

BENESCO model: Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model 2 
BODE3: Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Economics model 3 
CDM: Chronic Disease Model 4 
CEPAC-US model: Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications-US model 5 
CHD Policy model: Coronary Heart Disease Policy model 6 
LCPM: Lung Cancer Policy Model  7 
PHIM: Population Health Impact Model 8 
PRISM: Prevention Impacts Simulation Model 9 
UKHF simulation: UK Health Forum simulation  10 
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Table S5.Occurrence of number of disease groups simulated by models. 1 

Disease group Model name / First Author Number of models 

No disease explicitly modelled 
Baker model, Barnett model, Cantor model, Jiménez model, Mejia model, Mendez model, 

SimSmoke, Tobacco Town ABM 
8 

One disease group CEPAC-US model, IMPACT, LCPM, PRISM 4 

Two disease groups CHD Policy model 1 

Three disease groups BODE3, Chevreul model, DYNAMO-HIA, ModelHeath: Tobacco, PHIM 5 

Four disease groups 
BENESCO model, ECEA tobacco tax model, EQUIPTMOD, Johansson model, Parrott model, 

UKHF simulation, CDM 
7 

BENESCO model: Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model 2 
BODE3: Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Economics model 3 
CDM: Chronic Disease Model 4 
CEPAC-US model: Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications-US model 5 
CHD Policy model: Coronary Heart Disease Policy model 6 
LCPM: Lung Cancer Policy Model 7 
PHIM: Population Health Impact Model 8 
PRISM: Prevention Impacts Simulation Model 9 
UKHF simulation: UK Health Forum simulation  10 
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Table S6. Diseases groups included in models. 1 

Model name / First 

Author 
Cancers Chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease 
Cardiovascular disease Other smoking-related 

diseases 
No reported disease modelled 

SimSmoke         Y - calculated smoking-attributable deaths 

BODE3 Y   Y Y   
IMPACT     Coronary heart disease (CHD)     
ECEA tobacco tax model  Y Y Y Y   
EQUIPTMOD Y Y CHD Y   

DYNAMO-HIA model Y Y   Y   
BENESCO model Y Y CHD Y   
Jiménez model         Y 

Johansson model Y Y CHD and stroke Y   
PRISM     Y     
Baker model         Y 
Barnett model         Y - smoking related mortality risk 

Cantor model         Y 
Chevreul model Y Y Y     
CEPAC-US model Y         

ModelHeath: Tobacco Y   Y Y   
Parrott model Y Y CHD Y   
PHIM Y Y   Y   

Tobacco Town ABM         Y 
UKHF simulation Y Y CHD Y   
CDM Y Y CHD Y  
CHD Policy model   CHD and stroke   

LCPM Y     
Mendez model     Y 
Mejia model     Y 

Total number  14 10 13 11 8 

BENESCO model: Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model 2 
BODE3: Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Economics model 3 
CDM: Chronic Disease Model 4 
CEPAC-US model: Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications-US model 5 
CHD Policy model: Coronary Heart Disease Policy model 6 
LCPM: Lung Cancer Policy Model 7 
PHIM: Population Health Impact Model 8 
PRISM: Prevention Impacts Simulation Model 9 
UKHF simulation: UK Health Forum simulation  10 
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Supplementary Table S7. Occurrence of model validation types (Some models used more than one validation type). 1 

Validation type Model name / First Author Number of models 

No validation 
Baker model, Barnett model, BENESCO model, Cantor model, CDM, CHD Policy model, DYNAMO-HIA 

model, EQUIPTMOD, Mejia model, Parrott model, Tobacco Town ABM, UKHF simulation 
12 

External validation 
BODE3, CEPAC-US model, Chevreul model, IMPACT, LCPM, Mendez model, ModelHeath: Tobacco, 

PRISM, SimSmoke, Johansson model 
10 

Internal validation CEPAC-US model, Chevreul model, Jiménez model, ModelHeath: Tobacco 4 

Cross validation BODE3, CEPAC-US model 2 

BENESCO model: Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model 2 
BODE3: Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Economics model 3 
CDM: Chronic Disease Model 4 
CEPAC-US model: Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications-US model 5 
CHD Policy model: Coronary Heart Disease Policy model 6 
LCPM: Lung Cancer Policy Model 7 
PHIM: Population Health Impact Model 8 
PRISM: Prevention Impacts Simulation Model 9 
UKHF simulation: UK Health Forum simulation  10 
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Table S8. Model score (in descending order of the number of peer-reviewed articles). 1 

Model name / 

First Author 
Population Policy 

effectiveness 

Smoking 

status 

Smoking-

related 

diseases 

Lag time Transparency Sensitivity Validation Equity Score Number of 

publications* 

Overall 

number of 

publications** 

SimSmoke 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 6 18 44 
BODE3  1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 11 11 
IMPACT 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 6 6 

 ECEA tobacco 

tax model  
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 7 5 5 

 
EQUIPTMOD 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 5 5 5 
DYNAMO-

HIA model 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 6 5 5 

BENESCO 

model 
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 4 20 

 Jiménez model 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 3 3 
Johansson 

model 
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 3 3 

PRISM 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 3 3 

 Baker model 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 2 2 

Barnett model 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 2 2 

 Cantor model 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 
Chevreul model 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 6 2 2 
CEPAC-US 

model 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 8 2 2 

ModelHeath: 

Tobacco 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 7 2 2 

Parrott model 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 4 2 2 
PHIM  1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 2 2 
Tobacco Town 

ABM 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 5 2 2 

UKHF 

simulation 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 6 2 2 

CDM 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 6 1 7 
CHD Policy 

model 
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 1 2 

LCPM 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 7 1 2 
Mendez model 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 1 5 
Mejia model 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 1 2 

Number of 

models (%) 21 (84%) 20 (80%) 6 (24%) 17 (68%) 11(44%) 19 (76%) 25 (100%) 13 (52%) 4 (16%)    

* Search period between July 2013 to August 2019 2 
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** Search period before August 2019 1 
BENESCO model: Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model 2 
BODE3: Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Economics model 3 
CDM: Chronic Disease Model 4 
CEPAC-US model: Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications-US model 5 
CHD Policy model: Coronary Heart Disease Policy model 6 
LCPM: Lung Cancer Policy Model 7 
PHIM: Population Health Impact Model 8 
PRISM: Prevention Impacts Simulation Model 9 
UKHF simulation: UK Health Forum simulation 10 
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BENESCO model: Benefits of Smoking Cessation on Outcomes model 

BODE3: Burden of Disease Epidemiology, Equity and Economics model 

CDM: Chronic Disease Model 

CEPAC-US model: Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications-US model 

CHD Policy model: Coronary Heart Disease Policy model 
LCPM: Lung Cancer Policy Model 

PHIM: Population Health Impact Model 

PRISM: Prevention Impacts Simulation Model 

UKHF simulation: UK Health Forum simulation 
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